For over two decades, PMT® Corporation has been developing and manufacturing Integra® and Accuspan® Tissue Expanders to meet physician and patient needs. Our tissue expanders are manufactured for durability, reliability, and optimal performance. We offer thousands of shapes and sizes that are available as standard in-stock models or non-standard designs. Please contact your local PMT product specialist for ordering details and available sizes and shapes.
Integra® Expanders Provide:
Integra® tissue expanders are available in single stage or multiple stage expanders. The two stage design allows for a lower profile expander to be easily placed beneath the skin and provides superior expansion volume. The Integra® tissue expanders are available with a smooth surface or our patented enhanced surface. They are also available with various sizes of internal and external remote ports. If your patient requires a unique shape that is not in our catalog of over 150 shapes and sizes we can design an expander specifically for your patient's needs.

3610 SERIES INTEGRA® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Rectangle shapes with rounded corners, available with internal port or external remote ports.

3611 SERIES INTEGRA® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Various shapes available with internal port or external remote ports. (rectangles, square, round, ocular, ear).

3614 SERIES INTEGRA® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Curved and Crescent shapes available with internal port or external remote ports.

Accuspan® Expanders Provide:
The Accuspan® tissue expanders are the leading low profile easy insertion tissue expander. With their uniquely designed shapes and sizes they provide the smallest tissue expander available. The Accuspan® tissue expanders are the ideal tissue expander for use in small areas where minimal expansion is required and scar visibility is a concern. The Accuspan® line of tissue expanders is complete with various shapes and sizes, including micro sizes.

3603 SERIES ACCUSPAN® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Micro sized tissue expanders in round and rectangle (1.5cc-12cc fill volume).

3604 SERIES ACCUSPAN® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Mini sized tissue expanders in rectangle (10cc-65cc fill volume).

3605 SERIES ACCUSPAN® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Standard sized tissue expanders in round and rectangle (50cc-450cc fill volume).

3606 SERIES ACCUSPAN® TISSUE EXPANDERS: Curve shaped tissue expanders (15cc & 250cc fill volume).

Accessories
» 3608-03 Standard size remote injection port  
» 3608-10 Low profile micro remote injection port  
» 3608-05 Micro size tubing connector  
» 3608-06 Standard size tubing connector  
» 3608-07 Micro to standard size tubing connector  
» 3810 Fill Kit Includes — 10cc syringe, 21 gauge butterfly filling and infusion needle, 100 cm tubing and sterile 10cc syringe with hand grip and 2-way check valve.

Local sales representatives are available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year to assist you. Contact PMT® Corporation for more information.